
 
 
LOCAL COMMUNITY PROJECTS 

 

Each PNO employee will two days annually work for a local community project. The local 

initiatives are secured through project ambassadors at each PNO office and an anchor person at 

Group level.  

 

 

Group Office & DK Office 

The two offices will collaborate on a sustainable farming project in Sjællands Odde, DK. The farm 

Nordgaarden will function as a meeting space for the entire PNO organization. 

The approximately 20 PNO employees from Group and DK will two days a year participate in the 

operation of the farm and continuously establish new projects. 

An agronomy consultancy, will assist in the design of the farming project, while local biodynamic 

farmers from will help run the daily operation. The long term project will continue to push 

forward on our local sustainable journey where we aim at involving the team's family as well. 

 

 

NO Office 

The Norwegian PNO office is partnering up with the international environmental organization 

Clean Shores Global to establish a local initiative in Langhus. The three employees of PNO NO will 

two days annually collect trash at the local shores of Langhus to improve the wildlife’s conditions. 

PNO will as a partner further promote the organization within the local community and help 

strengthen the awareness of both the local project, the global organization, and the overall 

environmental threat of waste washed ashore. PNO will act as local project manager to 

continually grow the project by getting more companies and people involved year after year.  

 

 

FI Office 

PNO Finland and the local municipality have together decided to establish a waste collecting 

project. The municipality has pointed out large illegal junkyards in the forest where especially 

household appliances are left. PNO FI will contribute with trailers, trucks, and 10 employees two 

days a year to empty the areas. When the project has been established, PNO will continue to 

onboard local companies to grow the amount of people participating in the two annual events. 

 

 

SE Office & HSB Workshop 

The PNO office and workshop in Helsingborg have together established the project “Operation 

Green Friday” where approximately 25 PNO employees collects trash in the local area to improve 

the conditions for wildlife and local citizens. The first event was held in November 2018. To scale 

the project, PNO SE will team up with the local initiative “I Love HBG”. This will anchor the trash 

collecting activity as a fixed part of the local community calendar. Local business partners of PNO 

SE will further be invited and encouraged to participate in the event.  

 

 

JKP Workshop, SE 

The PNO workshop in Jönköping will contribute with a sorting station for the local cleaning day in 

May. The event is held annually, but all trash has until now been disposed into the same 

container. PNO SE wish to improve this by establishing a sorting station, where they help 

organize the trash into the correct categories. The initiative is planned in collaboration with the 

local municipality.  



 

 

NL Office 

The PNO NL office located in Venlo is teaming up with an existing waste collecting event, where 

companies and people together collects trash left in the local area. The collaboration is still in an 

early stage, but PNO plan to create a new initiative with focus on waste from the transport 

industry. PNO has multiple contacts within the transport industry in the area, who will be invited 

to participate as well. Besides the contribution of work hours to the event, the involvement of 

local transport businesses will also impact the mindset of those and increase focus on 

sustainability and responsible behaviour in the transport industry.  


